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THE DESIRE MAP
A guide to creating goals with soul
We have the procedures of achievement upside down. We go after the stuff we
want to have, get, accomplish, and experience outside of ourselves. And we
hope, yearn, pray that we’ll be fulfilled when we get there. It’s backwards. It’s
outside in. And it’s running us in circles.
What if, first, we got clear on how we actually wanted to feel in our life, and
then we laid out our intentions? What if your core desired feelings consciously
informed how you plan your day, your year, your career — your life?
You know what will happen with that kind of inner clarity and outer action? You’ll
feel the way you want to feel more often than not. Decisions will be easier to
make: You’ll know what to say no, thank you to and what to say hell yes! to. I
bet you’ll complain less. You’ll be more optimistic, more open-hearted. It will be
easier for you to return to your center in the midst of a challenge — I promise.

SARA GOTTFRIED M.D

The Hormone Cure
“Danielle is a yoga-powered champion of YOU-ness.
That is… you, rocking your mission and brimming
with desire. And The Desire Map lays out the roadmap
for how to rewire your desire, not stress. She has
accomplished something extraordinary.”
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SHAILENE WOODLEY

The Fault In Our Stars

WHAT ARE PEOPLE SAYING
ABOUT THE DESIRE MAP?

She reps the sisterhood
thing and women’s
empowerment… The Desire
Map [is] basically charting
the things that you want in
life, and not just sitting back
and saying, “I’m going to manifest this…here’s how,”
but actively doing something to manifest your dream.

KRIS CARR

TERRI COLE

GENEEN ROTH

Crazy Sexy Kitchen

TerriCole.com

Women, Food and God
and Lost and Found

When I sat down with The
Desire Map, I immediately
felt my shoulders relax.
Within the first few pages I
was nodding my head. I felt
heard and validated. She
did it. She gets it. And now everyone else can too.

As a therapist, I make
The Desire Map required
reading for clients looking
to take their lives and life
satisfaction to the next
level. This is a genius
and profoundly effective guide to actualizing your
deepest desires.

The Desire Map has such life
and truth and passion; what
could be better than realigning yourself daily with
your heart’s desire?

M E G G A N W AT T E R S O N

MICHAEL BERNARD

GABRIELLE

Reveal
MegganWatterson.com

BECKWITH

BERNSTEIN

Life Visioning

May Cause Miracles and
Spirit Junkie

The Desire Map has me
reeling. Your truth is so laid
bare, raw, revealed. I’m
drop-jawed in awe.
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“With an organic elegance
The Desire Map couples
our primal desire-energy
with the inborn intelligence
of our feelings. The result?
Optimizing our time on Earth. LaPorte’s joie de vivre
is contagious. Prepare to catch it!”

The first time I did The
Desire Map, I called
Danielle to say, This works!
Declaring my core desired
feelings uplifted my relationships and the way I work
in the world. And nobody puts out poetic motivation
like Danielle does. The Desire Map is a hotline to
your truth.
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THE DESIRE REVOLUTION
40,000 copies shipped during first month of launch.
500+ Desire Map Book Clubs –
from Chicago to Reykyavik.
30,000 Desire Map Group Facebook Fans.
200,000+ DanielleLaPorte.com subscribers.
Countless core desired feelings and conversations
happening all over the globe.
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WHAT IS DESIRE MAP? GOALS WITH SOUL.
The term “goal” has many interpretations and elicits widely varied reactions—
as you’re about to see. I polled the galaxy, Tell me, how do you feel about
setting goals? And here’s what came in:
Goals energize and invigorate me!... Goal-setting sucks…. I love to set
goals…. Goals confuse me…. I am constantly writing down my goals,
but I’m not so great at fulfilling them…. I feel energized…. Terrified….
Ambivalent…. If I don’t have goals I feel lost…. If I have goals I feel
claustrophobic…. Yuck! … Awesome!
Glad I asked. Because here’s the whole cosmic, life-liberating a-ha revelation:
You’re not chasing the goal, you’re chasing the feeling that you
hope attaining the goal will give you.
So many of us have our relationship to success inside out. We come up
with our to-do lists, our bucket lists, and our goals and we figure that when
we “arrive” we’ll feel amazing, and validated by the universe and then it’ll be
okay to ease up on our selves. And sometimes that does happen. We cross
the finish line and it’s a true victory – our cells plump up with joy and we’re
heart-satisfied. Those victories aren’t luck. They happen because we’ve been
following the imperatives of our soul. This requires some courage of course.
Achievement Autopilot is a cultural default. We take on ambitions from The
Jonses, our parents, or the imaginary “they” in our heads that we’re always
trying to impress. And then we crank. We endure our way to benchmarks. We

MEDIA@DANIELLELAPORTE.COM

suck it up for security-sake. And on our ways to goals that don’t really match
the colour of our spirit, we twist up our identities, and fry our adrenals. We
burn out and we forget who we are – which is exactly opposite of how you
most want to feel.
So what if, first, we get clear on how we actually want to feel, and then we
design our goals – intentions that are in sync with who we truly are, achieved
in ways that are actually life affirming and nourishing instead of an endurance
test. Because every craving, aspiration or goal that you have – from what you
want to eat, wear, and own, to all the great things you want to create in the
world – is driven by an innate desire to feel a certain way. That’s it. That’s the
bottom-line. The essence of your desire is a feeling.
Subliminal message: Feeling good is the goal.
How do you want to feel when you look at your schedule for the week? When
you get dressed in the morning? When you see your bank balance? When
you fall in love? When you speak your peace? When you finish your big
project? When you hit the dance floor? When you cross the finish line? When
you go to bed tonight? When you wake up tomorrow?
How do you want to feel?
Knowing how you actually want to feel is the most potent form of
clarity that you can have. Generating those feelings is the most
powerfully creative thing you can do with your life.

DANIELLELAPORTE.COM
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THE DESIRE MAP
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THE DESIRE MAP
FACILITATOR PROGRAM
The Desire Map began as a book.
A book about redefining the way we set goals, which ultimately
means redefining the way we live our lives. But now, The Desire
Map has become something else. Something much, much bigger.
The book content has been transformed into a licensable curriculum
that can be delivered as live or virtual workshops, destination
retreats, or even combined with other events and courses. It’s
called The Desire Map Facilitator Program. It’s a business-in-a-box
for anyone with the entrepreneurial spirit and a passion for changing
lives. Facilitators are already earning anywhere from $6,000 $12,000 per workshop.
The Desire Map Facilitator Program has turned a book into a vehicle
for making money while doing meaningful work in the world. This is
the new prosperity.

LEARN MORE
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READY FOR MORE? A GIFT FOR YOU.
Let Desire Map show you the way to what you want most.

THE DESIRE MAP
AUDIO BOOK

THE DESIRE MAP
EBOOK

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD
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THE DESIRE MAP PRODUCT LINE
For wholesale prices please email retail@daniellelaporte.com

THE DESIRE MAP BOOK
$22

Ⅰ

BK04124

Here’s what it is: The Desire Map is a holistic
approach to life planning that uses your core
desired feelings as the guidance system for
your goal setting.
And here’s why you need it: You’re a seeker
who wants to get things done. You want to
take your life from good to great. You want to
strive less and at the same time, open up to
the fortunes of life — from greater life force and
passion, to cash, adventure and freedom of
every kind. You’re here to design a life that’s an
expression of your soul.
Desire more? Ya you do.
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THE DESIRE MAP WORKBOOK SINGLE

CONVERSATION STARTERS: A DESIRE MAP APP

$12

$2.99 Ⅰ

Ⅰ

DLWKBK-S

A stand-alone DIY workbook for identifying your core desired
feelings and setting your intentions & goals for the near future.
Designed for you to create a fresh “desire map” a few times a year.
The workbook is the straight up Desire Map process. No philosophy,
no extra Danielle-sermons on feelings and declarations — just DIY
and only DIY.
If you’ve already read The Desire Map book (which includes the
workbook section in it,) then the workbook is what you want for fresh
desire mapping.
We’ve created a distinct workbook so that you could pick up a “lite”
tool and desire map a few times a year: birthdays, summer, Fall, New
year — whenever you’re inspired to check in and create a new set of
intentions for the near future.
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56892

Every time you truly connect with someone in conversation, your
consciousness expands — your potential, your insight, your
energy to attract what you want and to get things done. So here’s
an expansion tool for all of us: Conversation Starters: A Desire
Map App. It has 134 profound questions designed to encourage
meaningful conversations. Conversations with your own heart, your
partner, your work team, your best friend or a group of friends —
maybe, even with a stranger. Ask the questions at your favorite
cafe, gathered in your living room, at your next lunch meeting,
on retreat, on your power walks, in your journal. Ask them on the
phone, or in person, like you would with a book club, or a support
group, or the person you most want to share your ideas, feelings,
and opinions with. Open the app. Speak your truth. Listen more
closely than you ever have.
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THE DESIRE MAP: AUDIO BOOK (MP3)

THE DESIRE MAP EBOOK

$22 Ⅰ AW04157W

$22

Here’s what it is: The Desire Map is a holistic approach to life
planning that uses your core desired feelings as the guidance system
for your goal setting.

Here’s what it is: The Desire Map is a holistic approach to life
planning that uses your core desired feelings as the guidance system
for your goal setting.

And here’s why you need it: You’re a seeker who wants to get things
done. You want to take your life from good to great. You want to
strive less and at the same time, open up to the fortunes of life —
from greater life force and passion, to cash, adventure and freedom
of every kind. You’re here to design a life that’s an expression of your
soul. Desire more? Ya you do.

And here’s why you need it: You’re a seeker who wants to get things
done. You want to take your life from good to great. You want to
strive less and at the same time, open up to the fortunes of life —
from greater life force and passion, to cash, adventure and freedom
of every kind. You’re here to design a life that’s an expression of your
soul. Desire more? Ya you do.
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THE DESIRE MAP DAILY: A GUIDE
TO FEELING YOUR POWER
EVERYDAY (MP3)

THE DESIRE MAP EXPERIENCE:
A GUIDE TO CREATING GOALS
WITH SOUL (MP3)

THE DESIRE MAP EXPERIENCE:
A GUIDE TO CREATING GOALS
WITH SOUL (6 CD)

$15

$50

$75

Ⅰ AW04156W

This 2 hour audio includes an abbreviated how-to
of the actual desire mapping process, and an
hour+ of ideas and inspirational stories on how
to apply desire to your everyday life — from your
thought forms and attitudes to lifestyle choices.
This is 50% how-to and 50% case studies and
practical motivation for living an intentional life.
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Ⅰ AF04155W

This is six+ hours of sonic love direct from me
to you. If you’re an audio person, rather than a
“reader”, you could start here and follow along
to identify your core desired feelings and yearly
intentions. The “Experience” covers the actual
Desire Map process itself with new juice from
me, where I free form riff on ideas behind desire
mapping and share some spoken word pieces
that have never been recorded elsewhere.

Ⅰ

AF04155D

This is six+ hours of sonic love direct from me to
you — on CDs! If you’ve already “read” the book,
there is a lot more new juice in this audio program.
In addition to that major how-to walk through, I
branch further out into some of the philosophy
within desire. For more than half of this audio, I
free form riff on the ideas behind desire mapping
as a life practice, and I work in some spoken word
pieces that have never been recorded elsewhere.
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THE DESIRE MAP PLANNER - 2018 DAILY

THE DESIRE MAP PLANNER - 2018 WEEKLY

$44

$44

I’m going to say something a bit audacious and salesy-sounding.
Here goes: The Desire Map Planner Planner could totally uplift your
life. Because being mindful, reflective, honest, optimistic, on time,
and at least a bit organized — is a daily deal. This collection is one
of my favourite things I’ve made — because I am The High Priestess
of Practicality (someone anointed me with that name in a self-help
workshop. It stuck.)

The WEEKLY planner is for the big dreamers, Creatives, and
entrepreneurs — the planner-types who want a bird’s eye view of
their week. This planner is more than a weekly organizer, because
you are so much more than a list of to-dos. This planning system
incorporates your soul and your to-do list; your gratitude and your
goals; your deepest desires with your day-to-day. When you’re clear
on how you want to feel, decisions come to you more easily, you’ll
know when to say “No” and when to say “Hell, YES!” And then you’ll
put it in writing. This planner is designed to help you connect with
what you most want, every day, and plan your life accordingly.

The DAILY planner for the highly scheduled, detailed thinkers, and
awesome A types who love keeping track of all the big and little
things. This lush design planner is more than a daily organizer —
because you are more than a list of to-dos. This planning system
incorporates your soul and your to-do list; your gratitude and your
goals; your deepest desires with your day-to-day.
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DANIELLE LAPORTE
Danielle LaPorte is an invited member of Oprah’s Super Soul 100, a
group who, in Oprah Winfrey’s words, “is uniquely connecting the world
together with a spiritual energy that matters.”
She is author of White Hot Truth: Clarity for keeping it real on your
spiritual path—from one seeker to another. The Fire Starter Sessions,
and The Desire Map: A Guide To Creating Goals With Soul—the book that
has been translated into 8 languages, evolved into a yearly day planner
system, a top 10 iTunes app, and an international workshop program with
licensed facilitators in 15 countries.
Named one of the “Top 100 Websites for Women” by Forbes, millions of
visitors go to DanielleLaPorte.com every month for her daily #Truthbombs
and what’s been called “the best place online for kickass spirituality.”
A speaker, a poet, a painter, and a former business strategist and
Washington-DC think tank exec, Entrepreneur Magazine calls Danielle,
“equal parts poet and entrepreneurial badass…edgy, contrarian…loving
and inspired.” Her charities of choice are Eve Ensler’s VDay: a global
movement to end violence against women and girls, and charity: water,
setting out to bring safe drinking water to everyone in the world. She lives
in Vancouver, BC with her favourite philosopher, her son.
You can find her @DanielleLaPorte and just about everywhere on social
media.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook

Pinterest

Twitter

Instagram
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